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During the 16th Century, many of the major European superpowers were looking to increase 

their wealth and to, ultimately, be the supreme nation. The result was massive colonialism, wherein 

many of the African states were colonized by different nations, and the people of the colonial countries 

were taken from their homeland to work as slaves in order to benefit these imperialistic countries. 

Africans were shipped especially to the New World, where the resources were fresh and plentiful. The 

main source of economic benefit came from farming Southern part North America. Raw labour was 

desperately needed to benefit the New World, to reap the glory of the land for free and in the end, to 

bring the New World into the economic movements of the already existing European ones. The 

exporting of African slaves overseas became the norm among all the thriving nations of Europe and 

this eventually became the Atlantic-slave trade. North America was pulled into the sphere of the race 

for supremacy along with the Europeans and also retained African slaves who worked especially on 

plantations of cotton, indigo, sugar and tobacco. So far, the word ‘slave’ and ‘slavery’ had been used as 

very technical terms to describe it in terms of economics or necessity; however, what is important to 

recognize is the meaning of slavery. Slavery is seen as the cruelest forms of all maltreatment that 

humans have endured, but suppression was not an uncommon thing. The Enlightenment which began 

during the mid-17th Century spread all over the world. What this brought was the realization of how 

suppressed society was in reality and thus began movements to free people from the many restrictions 

of religion, society, gender stereotypes, mythical reasoning, and most of all, from racism. Criticism of 

those nations that endorsed slavery was brought by different magnitudes. Domestically, some were 

criticized more openly and some were not. What a country owes to the descendants of those enslaved 

and whether past racist attitudes and mentalities still exist and affect modern society is a much-debated 

topic even today. Many of these questions are especially relevant to the United States since they are 

widely criticized by several African-Americans who believe that slavery is the sole reason for their low 

status in modern society. However, to be fair, the question must be asked; is the level of criticism the 

United States receives for its racist treatment of African-Americans properly justified? The United 
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States of America is too harshly criticized for its racist treatment of Africans because slavery has been 

taken out of its historical context, American movements against slavery have gone unrecognized and 

African-Americans have made significant civil rights gains since slavery.  

 

Many of the American racist attitudes have been rooted in their endorsement of slavery. 

Discrimination against Africans was not an uncommon phenomenon however since it was widely 

practiced among many nations, starting in the 16th Century. It is true that Africans were generally 

thought of as lower creatures, incapable of living up to the standards of the fair skinned people of 

European descent. Criticism has led America to gain a reputation of being completely unconstitutional. 

American editor, Jim Wallis, of the Sojourners, a magazine published by the Washington DC-based 

Christian community says: 

In spiritual and biblical terms, racism is a perverse sin that cuts to the core of the gospel 
message. Put simply, racism negates the reason for which Christ died- the reconciling work 
of the cross. It denies the purpose of the church: to bring together, in Christ, those who 
have been divided from one another, particularly in the early church’s case, Jew and 
Gentile- a division based on race.1  

 

The historical content of religion is involved with the historical context of slavery. Religion claims 

slavery as a sinful and immoral act against human beings and as much as this statement is true, it 

forgets the causes of slavery. Religion cannot be the basis of the criticism against America since there 

were several misinterpretations and misconceptions. America was a part of the still evolving world and 

many of the injustices were yet to be corrected. Slavery was born out of once thought reasonable 

justifications and criticism of America’s endorsement in the slave-trade cannot be entirely on its 

immoral state of nature since several psychological factors during the times of slavery are not 

accounted for. 

                                                           
1 Jim K. Wallis. "Whites' Racist Attitudes Are a Serious Problem." Racism in America. Opposing Viewpoints. Eds. David 
L. Bender, Bruno Leone, William Dudley and Charles Cozic. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, Inc., 1991. 25-31. 
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Slavery is unquestionably unethical and immoral when you study the effects of it. Regardless, 

any country that used slavery to bring up the economy should be criticized for its inhumane 

endorsement. However, how can one pay reparations to the victims of enslavement when it has been in 

practice for centuries? There were many logical reasons for the endorsement in slavery and that was 

why it was so widely accepted and never seen as a cruel injustice to the victims of it. Meier and Elliot 

Rudwick are professors of History and Sociology at Kent State University and have done extensive 

research in analyzing and interpreting the history of slavery and the progress of it in the New World. 

Their book, From Plantation to Ghetto states that, “Slavery had persisted since ancient times in Spain 

and Portugal, that prior to the discoveries it was primarily a function of the religious wars against the 

Moors.”2 Slavery has existed for so long and was rooted within religious beliefs that it automatically 

became acceptable. Even though the religion itself did not support the constitution of slavery, the 

thought of it being just ‘in the name of God’ was justification enough for practicing it. When slavery 

can be partially involved in religion, anything can be constitutional. During the 1500s, society had built 

everything on religion and it was considered the most fundamental part of a person’s life. In religion, 

what is found immoral and impractical today, was once thought of as the most logical reasoning. It was 

blind faith wherein everything was believed and nothing was ever questioned. Those who sought to 

think differently were banished as outcasts and evil. The burning of witches, indulgences and medical 

healing based on astrology are some examples of how unreasonable society could be and yet, they were 

practiced with the illusion of it being completely logical and just. Slavery, for that matter took on the 

same attitude and that is the reason why slavery was so widely endorsed and was never thought of as a 

sin against humanity.  

Even though slavery originated from religious wars, it was soon discovered that punishing the 

sinners to help benefit the economy was a much better than just killing the losers. Meier and Rudwick 

state that, “During the Middle Ages both Christian and Muslims engaged in a thriving slave trade that 

                                                           
2August Meier, and Elliott Rudwick. From Plantation to Ghetto. Toronto, ON: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd, 1976. 29. 
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extended from the shores of the Black Sea to the countries bordering on the Atlantic Ocean.”3 The 

extent of slavery, among religions and of the known world was vast. Slavery, from a religious stand 

point, took on an economical view and from there, was endorsed widely without a second thought. This 

manifested attitude still existed when America endorsed slavery and it is no wonder that it was never 

suppressed from the beginning. It was finally the norm to own a slave of African decent and since it 

was the only way that the peoples of America knew how to boost their economy. Without 

understanding the origins of slavery, it would be difficult to conclude that prejudice was a major factor 

in it.  

It is true that slavery in America was based on racial prejudice, but so was it in every nation that 

endorsed in the slave-trade during the 1600s. Without having one race or religion categorized above the 

other, cultural slavery would never have been born. During the discovery of new lands outside of 

Europe, many of the colonies in Africa and the New World were claimed by different thriving nations 

of Europe. With an already existing and functioning economy, production of wealth took on a new 

meaning when new resources were found. The rulers of these newly conquered lands would obviously 

own all the resources the land had to offer. Since raw labour was critically required, the new resource 

was the people of these uncivilized lands. They were taken to work on farms and plantations on the 

home front of the imperial countries. History professor at University of Mississippi and Associate Dean 

for Minority Group Affairs in the Graduate Division, Dr. Winthrop Jordon claims, “Italian merchants 

were trading in the Black Sea and raising sugar on Sicily, Cyprus and Crete. At the opening of the 14th 

Century, in fact, Negro slaves could be found on the Cyprus sugar plantations…”4 His psychological 

study on African slavery showed that sugar plantations existed in Italy and that slavery had already 

evolved into a large sphere of complication before the beginning of imperialism. To have a plantation, 

at least 20 or more slaves must be present to keep it functioning.5 Since Italy formed the basis of the 

                                                           
3  Winthrop D. Jordon. The White Man's Burden: Historical Origins of Racism in the United States. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1974. 34 
4 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. Toronto, ON: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd, 1976. 29 
5 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. Toronto, ON: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd, 1976. 65 
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future slave-trade6, this was an enormous development since slavery of Africans wasn’t domestic or 

small scaled, but rose with great intensity as soon as it was found to be a source of economic benefit. 

The majority of the slaves that moved around in the slave-trade were Africans, and this was because of 

their unusual features and uncivilized nature.7 Europe had already gone through the experience of 

having a much more civilized society and was still in the process of reformation when slavery began. 

Since the Europeans saw the Africans as still nomadic, they figured a deductive reasoning that them 

being so backward. Thus they were considered incapable of evolution within the human nature and 

were inferior to the European society because they could not develop economically or politically as fast 

as Europe had. Europe had only learned the method of assuming facts without rationality since society 

was still in the developing stage of learning how to establish equality among all people of the nation. 

The effects and actions of slavery were just as oblivious to the Europeans during the 16th Century as 

were other challenging ideas of science and reasoning.  

When the New World was discovered, raw labour was required to cultivate the crops that these 

fresh lands had to offer. Africans were found to be the best workers and were vast in numbers. Meier 

and Rudwick explain how Europeans obtained slaves from Africa. “It was rare for Europeans 

themselves to engage in raids to obtain captives….Europeans found it easier to depend on their supply 

from African rulers and merchants.”8 The slave trade included the chiefs of the tribes which pulled 

them into the economical sphere as well, wherein the constitution of enslavement of Africans became 

so common that it was thought to be moral enough to be practiced by Africans themselves. So 

including Africa itself, every major nation in Europe thrived on economical supremacy as a result of 

establishing an institution of slavery. Meier and Rudwick’s study have concluded in sequence the 

nations that have benefited from it: 

Both the slave trade itself and, even more, the wealth that flowed from American staple 
crops cultivated by Negro slave labour created much of the prosperity and power that made 

                                                           
6 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. Toronto, ON: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd, 1976. 29 
7 Winthrop D. Jordon. The White Man’s Burden. New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. 13 
8 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 33 
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first Portugal and Spain, later Holland and France, and finally England, each for a span of 
time, a dominant commercial and imperial state in Europe.9  

 
All these countries, however, had a reason for endorsing in slavery, whereas, England did not. It did 

not have any staple crops that needed mass cultivation since the geography of the country could not 

support massive farming. Therefore, there was no reason for England to obtain Negroes as slaves since 

there was no economic demand for it.10 This goes to show that not every country endorsed slavery 

solely for economic purposes, slaves were also taken for personal and domestic use. As long as there 

was an ability to exploit the Africans, there was no marked barrier stopping the extent of it. Therefore, 

there must be another reason to justify the act of importing slaves for domestic use rather than the need 

for raw labour. Racial prejudices come into play here, wherein the institution of slavery was justified 

with the Negro being inferior to the European. Again, this was derived from the concept of savagery. 

Winthrop D. Jordon explains that Negroes were considered lower because of their “supposed hideous 

tortures, cannibalism, rapacious warfare, revolting diet…”11 This concept was derived from perception 

and eventually, the colour white meant masters and the Negro meant slaves. This showed that slavery, 

justified on these terms, could eventually become openly endorsed by all nations of the world for any 

reason possible. When America is criticized for slavery and racism, the historical context of slavery 

should be brought to mind. The psychological reasons behind it explain why America endorsed in 

slavery and was also a victim of illogical deductions, just as every other nation in the world once was. 

In order to understand the magnitude of slavery in America, it is easier to compare it to that of 

another country in the New World that openly endorsed t as well. Brazil for instance, was a thriving 

nation that built its entire economy on slavery. African slaves were first brought by the Spanish and 

Portuguese, who were also the first to set in motion the Trans-Atlantic slave trade.12 To visualize the 

mass of import to each nation, the United States of America received only a minor share from the 

                                                           
9 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 29. 
10 Winthrop D. Jordon. The White Man’s Burden. 37. 
11 Winthrop D. Jordon. The White Man’s Burden. 14. 
12 Winthrop D. Jordon. The White Man’s Burden. 34-37 
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Trans-Atlantic slave trade, compared to the bulk of slaves that went to the Caribbean and Brazil.13 The 

reason for so many slaves being  imported to Brazil by the Portuguese and Spanish was because of the 

fatal conditions that the slaves had to endure.  

In the Caribbean and Brazil the death rate of slaves was so high that during most of their 
history, the slave populations did not reproduce themselves and were sustained only by 
large imports from Africa. In the United States after about 1720, however, natural increase 
rather than importations was the chief factor accounting for the striking increase in the 
slave population.14 

 
Brazil, in fact, can be said to have inflicted the harshest treatment on the slaves by the slave-owners, 

the poor conditions of the massive coffee and sugar plantations and overall cruelty of the Africans 

contributed to the high death toll in Brazil.15 Commonly seen as lower than the European, Africans 

were discriminated against by their race, skin colour and culture. This led to the harsh treatment of the 

slaves which every country of Europe was guilty off. Portugal and Spain should be criticized in every 

way as the United States has been to equal out the accusations. Even though slavery is illegal and 

banished from society in the United States of America, it is surprising to find that forms of slavery still 

exists in Brazil to this very day. On Macauba Ranch, Brazil, Jose Silva came hoping to earn some 

money by clearing the jungle. He was hired by Gilmar, who was the field boss. Two years later, Jose 

Silva couldn’t leave his job because he feared his boss might kill him with his revolver. "I would cry 

alone at night in my hammock and ask God to help me escape. I felt like a slave," he told Knight 

Ridder. Kevin G. Hall from Knight Ridder Washington Bureau investigated the situation and reported 

that Jose Silva was one of forty-six men who worked in a jungle, clearing trees, from sunup to 

sundown in the hot tropical weather, seven days a week and for practically no money. The usual 

income would result in around three to four dollars per day.16 Conditions on the job were brutal with 

one meal per day and no toilets. Brazil had legally abolished slavery in 1888; however, the situation in 

Brazil is clearly analogous to slavery during the 16th Century. The government of Brazil reported to the 

                                                           
13 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation, 39. 
14 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation, 73. 
15 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation, 73. 
16 Kevin G. Hall. KR Washington Bureau | 09/05/2004 | Slavery Exists Out of Sight in Brazil. 5 Sep. 2004. 26 May 2005 
<http://www.realcities.com/mld/krwashington/news/columnists/kevin_g_hall/9505667.htm>. 
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UN that at least 25 000 Brazilians worked under these conditions and the top anti-slavery official in 

Brasilia, the capital, put the number of modern slavery at 50 000.17 Even though this isn’t slavery 

among the African descents of Brazil, but among the natives, by the natives, slavery takes on a much 

harsher degree of cruelty. It shows that there is no regard for the human life and cruelty has no limit 

when it comes to slavery in Brazil. "Landowners believe it is the most normal thing in the world to 

deny someone their liberty and even their life," said Marinalva Cardoso, leader of a government anti-

slavery team.18 The law in Brazil recognizes enslavement as illegal, yet the penalty consists of two to 

eight years in prison with a fine of less than $110 per offense. No one has technically been 

imprisoned.19 The penalty for slavery ranging from two to eight years is usually a sentence received by 

criminals who have committed crimes like promoting hatred to theft over 5000 dollars in America.20 

The fine for each offense is incomparable to the number of men that are enslaved and the amount of 

cruelty that they have to endure. With these kinds of laws, Brazil is free to promote slavery in any way 

possible without it going noticed. In a modern world as today, Marcelo Campos, who heads anti-

slavery programs at Brazil's Ministry of Labor says, “…the working conditions on some Brazilian 

farms and ranches may be even worse than those endured by the 3.6 million African slaves on whom 

Brazil depended for four centuries.”21 Since America is so widely criticized for its endorsement in 

slavery and racism against the African, Brazil is clearly far worse than that. Brazil had the most slaves 

being imported than America since conditions were so harsh on the slaves that they could not survive 

and slavery still exists today. The institution of slavery in Brazil can never be abolished with the type 

of penalties it has for enslavement and without serious government intervention, there can be numerous 

ranches such as the one Jose Silva had to work on, going unnoticed. At least America had come to 

realize the violation against human rights when endorsing slavery and has made sure that no such 

                                                           
17 Kevin Hall. KR Washington Bureau | 09/05/2004 | Slavery Exists Out of Sight in Brazil.  
18 Kevin Hall G. KR Washington Bureau | 09/05/2004 | Slavery Exists Out of Sight in Brazil.  
19 Kevin G. Hall. KR Washington Bureau | 09/05/2004 | Slavery Exists Out of Sight in Brazil.  
20 Dwight L Gibson, Terry G. Murphy, Federick E. Jarman, and Derek Grant. All about Law: Exploring the Canadian Legal 
System. Toronto, ON: Nelson, 2003. 155 
21 Kevin G. Hall. KR Washington Bureau | 09/05/2004 | Slavery Exists Out of Sight in Brazil.  
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activity can be practiced in the United States. Criticism of Brazil doesn’t go as far as it does for 

America when it comes to the question of the magnitude of slavery and racism.  

The United States faces distinct criticism by many, for its racist attitudes and for the 

endorsement of slavery during the 16th Century. However, this is biased in itself because it is proven 

that slavery had existed as the norm long before the Atlantic-slave trade, there were reasons for these 

racist attitudes that every nation was guilty off and slavery existed in its cruelest form in Brazil and still 

does to this very day. Reparations for the Atlantic-slave trade were also not paid by the Brazilians, the 

country which was the first to establish slavery and become its major endorser. The United States 

receives excessive criticism because it is not thoroughly and justly examined historically.  

 

Even though slavery persisted in America for almost a century and a half before any realization 

of its destructive nature came into existence, many of the movements against slavery in America had 

gone unrecognized because they did not sustain a mass effect. “It is probably no accident that the 

United States, the one slave society that sought to systematically degrade the free Negroes and to place 

insuperable barriers in the way of manumission, became the most racist society in the New World.”22 

Meier and Rudwick’s analysis of the South of America is the focus point; however, the United States 

of America is the nation that is widely criticized as a whole for it. Even though the South did continue 

to endorse in mass enslavement of Africans, the North with the majority of the population were against 

slavery.  

Many movements were formed against slavery in the United States of America but none of 

them are openly considered and appreciated when racism and slavery came to mind.  

 

In Massachusetts the magistrates demonstrated that they were not about to tolerate glaring 
breaches of “the Law of God established in Israel” even when the victims were Africans. In 

                                                           
22 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 75 
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1646, authorities arrested two mariners who carried two Negroes directly from Africa and 
sold them in Massachusetts.23  

 
There were several movements against enslavement that probably did not have a very profound 

effect because of the firm hold of slavery in the country. However, this bold statement against the norm 

showed advancement in terms of slavery and racism. The Enlightenment brought a lot of intellectual 

thinking, even to the Americas and it showed the gradual pavement of emancipation for the Africans. 

In 1774, the Quakers, a religious sect of people in Philadelphia banned the buying and selling of slaves. 

The Philadelphia Yearly Meeting was a meeting among all people of the Quaker faith, and it required 

masters to free slaves at the earliest opportunity. They believed that God was “not respecter of 

Persons” – “or in other words, that worldly titles, status and privilege did not matter in the ultimate 

matter of things.”24 The Enlightenment that was taking place during the early 18th century was a world 

wide affect that brought slavery to the focus point of America. When logical reasoning came into 

existence, many of the norms that had existed for so long were challenged and a vast number of battles 

and riots occurred all over the United States. America had to battle with the norm and what was now 

moral. The South believed that the dark-skinned men was still inferior to the light-skinned men, 

whereas many of the Northern states began emancipating slaves and giving them rights that would 

eventually lead the way to their freedom and the Civil War. It can be seen that the year of the war had 

many changes. The population ratio of slave-owners to the number of slaves owned was 266 to 1087 in 

1850 and in the year of 1860, it dropped to 137 to 544. 25  

Many of the presidents of America also believed that slavery was immoral. Abraham Lincoln, 

for example, should be given some credit for the freedom of slaves since the Emancipation 

Proclamation was the first written legal document that promised freedom for all slaves, regardless of 

where they lived.26 Even though these terms were in certain clauses of the Revolutionary War, 

                                                           
23 Winthrop D. Jordon. The White Man’s Burden. 38 
24 David B. Davis and Steven Mintz. The Boisterous Sea of Liberty. New York: Oxford University Press 2000. 188 
25 Larry Koger. Black Slaveowners: Free Black Slave Masters in South Carolina, 1790-1860. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & 
Company, 1985. 300. 
26 Meier and Rudwick. From Plantation to Ghetto.  158. 
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thousands of slaves earned their freedom this way.27 Thomas Jefferson also hated the concept of 

slavery as he saw it as an immoral sin against humans. Even though Jefferson inherited a large number 

of slaves himself, he wanted to free them all. However, he did not do so and only freed the ones that 

were closely tied in kinship with him since the others would never be able to survive in the world 

outside their home.28 These slaves had no education and they had no job skills. It would have been just 

as barbaric to suddenly leave them to fend for themselves when they had no experience of how the 

economy and society worked. Therefore, Jefferson, who was a large influence along with the 

movements, did see the downside of emancipating the slaves and to refer to him as being a hypocrite of 

his actions is unjust because he saw how emancipation would affect African slaves and it wasn’t 

entirely the best choice. To emancipate the slaves and have them survive in a new and competitive 

environment was just as immoral as enslaving them and cruelly suppressing them. 

When slaves did obtain their freedom from their masters, either by buying it or working for it, 

freedom was disruptively hard on the African-American families. When a former slave family moved 

away from his or her master’s household, it strained their stability. As a result, normal additional 

problems associated with poverty and husbands and wives being too poor to live together caused 

African-American families to constantly move and resettle until they were stable. It definitely took 

some time to create a stable family life in this new setting.29  

Revolutionary America gave African-American men and women who lived on plantations the 

ability to live with their families and owner eventually began to show more respect for the family units 

of their slaves.30 In 1777, as the momentum for the freedom of the African-American slaves grew 

stronger and stronger with large sects of people opposing slavery, African-Americans were finally 

gaining a chance to obtain equal treatment and opportunities as free people of society. Many 

constitutions came into existence in several of the emancipating states. That very same year, Vermont 

                                                           
27 David B. Davis and Steven Mintz. The Boisterous Sea of Liberty. 219. 
28 Meier and Rudwick. From Plantation to Ghetto. 51 
29 Donald R. Wright. "The American Revolution." The American Revolution Did Not Bring Freedom for Blacks 973.3 
(2000): 148 
30 Donald R. Wright. The American Revolution Did Not Bring Freedom for Blacks. 143-153 
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adopted the first constitution specifically prohibiting slavery. In 1780, Pennsylvania passed the first 

gradual emancipation law in the New World. In 1783, Massachusetts case of Commonwealth v. 

Jennison (an African slave) removed judicial sanctions from slavery in that state and judicial decisions 

also eroded slavery in New Hampshire. In 1784, Connecticut and Rhode Island enacted gradual 

emancipation laws.31 From all of these advancements, one can see the momentum and the vast number 

of states that legally abolished the practice of slavery. These movements showed a difference from the 

common racist mentality of America which had once completely supported slavery.  

After these movements, attitudes towards slaves improved dramatically. Cora Carroll Gilliam, a 

former slave in North Carolina who was born somewhere around the year of 1850 (she didn’t have a 

birth certificate to know exactly the year of birth), lived to tell her story during the documentation of 

slave narratives during the 1930s. She had lived on a cotton plantation with at least twenty slaves when 

she was a child.  

They had a woman to nurse the children while the mothers were in the field. If the mothers 
were nursing the baby, they allowed them to come back to the nursery every hour to nurse 
them… the master would give them time to eat their breakfast…if it was hot in the hot part 
of summer, they would allow the slaves to stop during the hot part of the day and rest.32 
 

Slaves on small farms were not treated as badly as those who were on huge plantations, which usually 

held over a sixty slaves.33 In 1860, eighty-eight percent of them held fewer than twenty slaves, seventy-

two percent held fewer than ten, and nearly fifty percent held fewer than five. Most of the plantation 

class owned between twenty to fifty slaves. Approximately ten thousand owned fifty or more and only 

three thousand people owned more than a hundred slaves.34 That must mean that three percent of the 

total population of slaveholders owned more than fifty slaves. On these huge plantations with more 

than sixty slaves, conditions were brutal and there is no denying the fact that these slaves suffered 

tremendously. However, there were slaves on the smaller plantations and farms that had masters who 

                                                           
31 David B. Davis and Steven Mintz. The Boisterous Sea of Liberty.  218 
32 Cora Carroll, "Work and Slave Life: ‘From Can to Can’t”, Remembering Slavery, ed. Ira Berlin, Marc Favreau and 
Steven F. Miller (New York: The New Press, 1998) 81-82 
33 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 73 
34 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 63 
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took a paternalistic role and treated the slaves as their own children. Sometimes this was because they 

had fathered them,35 but there were also times when attitudes towards the African-American had 

changed dramatically. 

At the first, movements against slavery had slow affects on the institution of slavery but as it 

gained strength with a growing number of oppositions, it was inevitable that there would be a war for 

freedom among the Negroes and the Americans. The Civil War would finally bring an end to slavery36 

and a slow decline to racism which also had its roots in slavery.  

The movements against slavery from the beginning of the 18th century should be recognized with 

much importance because it marked the beginning of the end to cruel treatment of the Africans. 

Criticism should mount only from fair judgment and without acknowledging the efforts taken by 

America to abolish slavery; it would be biased to say that America was completely against 

emancipation and should therefore be called the ‘most racist society in the New World.’37  

 

Even though slavery does not exist in the modern world, racism still does. It is a constant notion 

that America is still very prejudice towards the African-American and that is the reason for the many 

African-American sufferings today., Lynne Duke, an African-American writer for the Washington Post 

states that, “…in part the reason why people are against affirmative action or quotas is that they have 

images of minorities that brand minorities as undeserving of help; that is they think they are less hard-

working and they think they are more likely to want to live off welfare.”38 The status of some African-

Americans in society today is very low and it is a difficult problem to embrace, but that is not a reason 

to blame it entirely on America for that, especially for those reasons. Affirmative actions are in a way, 

racially biased. It gives preference to an individual in a workplace or at a job opportunity over the 

colour of his or her skin and not according to their abilities and qualifications. Even without affirmative 

                                                           
35 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 73 
36 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 71 
37 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 75 
38 Lynee Duke. "Race Relations are Worsening." Racism in America. Opposing Viewpoints. Eds. David L. Bender, Bruno 
Leone, William Dudley and Charles Cozic. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, Inc., 1991. 18 
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action, there are a number of institutions that provide aid to the African-American poor. However, 

many of the African-Americans have mounted a lot of wealth and status in society since the movement 

of their freedom began. Two hundred years of emancipation can mount to a definite and stable status in 

society for African-Americans. Incarceration rates are another example to prove that racism is still in 

effect today. Out of the twelve percent of the population that African-Americans make up, forty 

percent are incarcerated.39 The usual interpretation of this statistic is that discrimination against the 

African-American drives them to violent measures and this is the reason for the awkward rate of 

incarcerated African-Americans. It is, however, unreasonable to blame society for the mass number of 

African-Americans who are in prison. It is the individual and the family environment that they are 

brought up in that decides the fate of their lives and the way they live. Discrimination in the modern 

world has no major relevance like it did during the times of slavery. What is required is the hard work 

of African-Americans to obtain their own success, just like every other race in the country does. 

To say that African-Americans are a minority group that cannot live up to a stable status in 

society in the 21st century is a very biased and unrevised opinion. After all the struggles that both, the 

Americans and the African-Americans of the United States had to endure, it is unreasonable to say that 

Africans have no stable standings in America. As a matter of fact, African-Americans represent a rising 

middle class society in the United States. In modern America, there are 1.5 million African-American 

managers, business executives and professionals today.40 This middle class is “burgeoning in the 

suburbs, where the bulk of the new white-collar, middle-class jobs are being created.”41 The rising 

middle class African-Americans shows that racism is in the decline and not at a high level or rising. 

America does offer equal opportunities to all minorities, regardless of race. To have a better view of 

how bad the situation is among the African-American population of urban America, seventy five 

                                                           
39 David A. Camp. Incarceration Rates by Races. 2005. 23 May 2005  
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40 J.A Parker. "The Rising Black Middle Class Proves Racism Is in Decline." Racism in America. Opposing Viewpoints. 
Eds. David L. Bender, Bruno Leone, William Dudley and Charles Cozic. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, Inc., 1991. 95 
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percent are over the poverty line and only twenty five percent are not.42 The UN definition of what are 

the requirements of being above the poverty line is “an income level that is considered minimally 

sufficient to sustain a family in terms of food, housing, clothing, medical needs, and so on.”43 This 

shows that Africans have risen since previous times which statistics would show a large number of 

people below the poverty line. For instance, in 1982, thirty six percent of African-Americans were 

under the poverty line.44 This is a significant rise of ten percent moving above the poverty line in just 

twenty years. All this was the result of the Civil Rights Movement45 and the civil rights that the 

African-Americans gained especially for themselves as the discriminated minority of the country.  

For those who are suffering from poverty in the ghettos, there are established programs like the 

African-American Action Agenda.46 This program helps orphans and enables those under the poverty 

line to help children receive equal benefits as others. Afro-American and African Studies Fellowships, 

Black American Cinema Society/ Independent Filmmakers and Black Educators United47 which are 

scholarships to help especially African-American students who cannot afford university or college. 

These are just a few of the examples of the vast number of help that African-Americans receive. With 

these programs in effect, there has been a significant rise in the number of African-Americans that are 

enrolling in universities and colleges. From 1980, eight percent African-Americans did a four year 

course in university. This rose to eleven percent in 2000.48 As small as it may seem, this is a significant 

statistic that shows an increase in the African-American’s educational opportunities. Those who earned 

a Doctor’s degree amounts to five percent of African-Americans and eleven percent obtained an 

                                                           
42 U.S Census Bureau.  United States- Datasets – American Factfinders. March 1st 2005. 1 May 2005 
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44 Journal of Lutheran Ethics. Hunger and Poverty in America (1984). 25 2003. 25 May 2005 
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45 Meier and Rudwick. From Ghetto to Plantation. 183 
46 Department of Community and Human Services. African-American Action Agenda- Child Care Program. July 15th 2004. 
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47 College Scholarships. College Scholarships for African American Students 1999-2002. May 16th 2005. 
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Associate’s degree of the total African-American population.49 This statistic shows a two to four year 

program of college and university. Definitely, with so many African-American students earning 

degrees, it is obvious that they would have larger job opportunities when they graduate.  

In the working field, affirmative action provides guidelines for employers to ensure that 

African-Americans have equal job opportunities. Many African-American jobs shifted toward firms 

with contracts with the federal government. Between 1970 and 1980, the total African-American 

employment in non-federal contractor firms reported to the EEOC [Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission] grew by five percent and among federal contractors, the total African-American 

employment expanded by more than fifteen percent.50 As much as it has helped the African-American 

population enter the economical sphere, it should not be a continuing program. Racism against African-

Americans is not the reason why affirmative action is not supported, but it is the ideology of 

establishing equality for all that that does. Even though it was a necessity in the beginning for African-

Americans to push them into the economy, affirmative action promotes job opportunities based on the 

colour of skin or ethnic background and does not look at the individual’s capabilities. Once the 

minority group gains a momentum and enters sufficiently into the economy with a stable status, 

affirmative action is not required anymore. From this position, the notion of equality for all, without 

the involvement of race, gender or the colour of skin intervening as a better opportunity at the 

workforce, America can strive for a more equal and just environment for all of its citizens. 

However, the major problem is not the rising middle-class and those that have established 

themselves in society. It is the twenty five percent of the minorities who do have a problem living in 

America. Why are these people still under the poverty line even though massive support has been given 

especially to the African-American race? Discrimination against African-Americans still does exist to a 

certain extent, but then again, racism exists everywhere and against every race. The African-American 
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population under the poverty line cannot rise to a standard where they can at least be able to live 

without having to depend on welfare. South-African born writer, Mark Mathabane and African-

American columnist, Clarence Page, have both analyzed the different races within America and their 

status in society: 

The biggest irony of the Black-Asian clash, one that is being repeated in cities across the 
country, is that the new wave of immigrants setting up shop in the inner cities is 
predominantly non-white, another reminder of the continuing inability of Black leadership 
to move beyond questions of racial justice to the more nettlesome questions of economic 
empowerment.51  
 

It is surprising to see that these Asians who enter the country neither know how to speak the English 

language nor are accustomed to the new culture, yet they can rapidly rise economically and without 

any difficulty. Of course Asians also receive their hand of discrimination just like any other race in 

America, but they do not dwell on these issues and rather focus more so on their own well-being. As 

much as discrimination may be tried to be abolished, it will still persist to some degree, that is if either 

one of the parties in the racial agenda contributes to it. It is true that even though bigotry is less 

dangerous when it emanates from minorities who lack the power to impose institutional oppression; it 

is even more understandable and “sends an equally pernicious message of hate and discrimination.”52 

African-Americans are blaming their low position in society on the effects of slavery and incarceration 

rates reflect the psychological trauma and long-term effect of slavery.  

African-Americans who are incarcerated are victims of their own discrimination. They allow 

themselves to follow the path of destruction by assuming that they do not have a chance in society 

because they are of a minority race. As a matter of fact, the majority of the incarcerated males are 

between the ages of sixteen to twenty five.53 Instead of these young adults destroying their chance at 

life, they should take advantage of the opportunities given to them by grants and scholarships to get an 
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education and to enter the economical sphere and move up to at least the middle class. If immigrants 

can rise up from nothing, then so can the African-Americans citizens who have lived in America for 

almost 400 years and been free for almost a century and a half. Discrimination against African-

Americans in modern society is not a major issue anymore. It is the reformation from the effects of 

slavery and the attitudes of African-Americans that need to be changed. Statistics as shown above of 

the rising African-American middle class54 shows that if the opportunities that are offered are taken, 

poverty is not the final verdict for the African-American race. It is within the minds of the people that 

bring about great change, and if freedom was what was fought for by the African-Americans, then they 

should free themselves from the mentality of constant discrimination.  

There are several African-Americans who do have a good status, higher than that of the middle 

class. If discrimination and racism still persisted in America against the African-Americans on a large 

scale, then these famous people would never have be able to rise to the top of society. A few examples 

are African-Americans Oprah Winfrey, Condoleezza Rice and Colin Powell. Oprah’s wealth mounts 

up to in the billions and she is the first African-American billionaire reports Forbes magazine’s list of 

billionaires.55 Condoleezza Rice is the first African-American National Security Advisor of the United 

States of America, which is the second in command after the President of the United States.56 Colin 

Powell is the first African-American Secretary of State of the United States of America.57 All these 

famous people are just a few examples of those African-Americans who have risen up to a high status 

in American society. Bill Cosby, considered as the father of the African-American population, recently 

criticized the African-American parents for not encouraging their children in the right direction.  

Ladies and gentlemen, the lower economic people are not holding up their end in this deal. 
These people are not parenting. They are buying things for kids, $500 sneakers for what, 
and won't spend $200 for Hooked on Phonics. They're standing on the corner and they can't 
speak English. I can't even talk the way these people talk: 'Why you ain't,' 'Where you is'... 
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And I blamed the kid until I heard the mother talk. And then I heard the father talk.... 
Everybody knows it's important to speak English except these knuckleheads.... You can't be 
a doctor with that kind of crap coming out of your mouth!58 
 

Bill Cosby was from a poor Philadelphia, Pennsylvania neighbourhood. He dropped out of high school 

and joined the Navy when he was a teenager, but later earned a diploma through correspondence 

courses. He went on to become a comedian by earning an athletic scholarship from Temple University 

and working at nights as a bartender. He went on to win several Emmys and Grammy Awards for his 

roles in several TV shows. Today, Bill Crosby is a multimillionaire and knows what it is like to be an 

African-American in modern society.59 He addresses his own race of people as being too lenient 

towards their children and not directing them in the direction of success. He received a lot of criticism 

for the comments that he had made in 2004, however there was other important person that was with 

him during his speech, and surprisingly agreed. Kwame Mfume, former-President of the NAACP was 

also attending Bill Cosby’s speech on the African-American nation and he stated that not only had he 

agreed with Bill Cosby, but that similar points had been brought up among the older generation of 

African-American ‘philosophers’ at common places like the barbershops.60 It goes to show that no only 

are these African-Americans, themselves, that are quoting critical comments about the African-

American race of modern society, but that they also view the problem of the ones who are not rising to 

a stable economic status even though there are ample of opportunities.  

After a hundred and fifty years of freedom and multiple institutions set up to help aid poor 

African-Americans, the twenty-five percent below the poverty line is still a concern. More often, the 

seventy-five percent rising middle class is completely erased from the view point. This results in a 

biased viewpoint of American society and leads to a discriminatory mentality of the United States of 
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America. If African-Americans free themselves from the notion of slavery and massive discrimination 

and try to aim for a better quality life with the help that is provided, they can prove to be successfully 

happy. Newly arrived immigrants have accomplished this and are a motivation for the African-

Americans. Where there is a will, there is a way.  

 

The United States of America has come a long way with regards to the entire race issue. From immoral slavery in 

the early 16th Century to the Enlightenment during the 18th Century, from the Civil war to the Civil Rights Movement, 

African-Americans have grown as a society. The history of slavery has brought together many nations into the guilt of 

endorsing in the inhumane treatment of the Africans. Criticism of these nations should be equally just to that of America 

because every thriving economic super power of Europe once benefited from slavery. Through the Enlightenment, human 

freedom from suppression of society paved the way to emancipation. These movements were started out by the American 

Revolutionaries and Reformers, like the Quakers. Those movements proved that America should not be criticized as a 

country that is absolutely racist because racism was recognized as an issue and actions were taken to abolish it. Finally, 

after many centuries of struggle, African-Americans can finally find equal opportunity in the land that they have lived in for 

almost thirty generations. They are no longer the majority of the poor and have actually showed improvement in rising to a 

comfortable status in society. All this was accomplished partially through massive support given by the government and by 

organizations that helped push African-Americans into a better economical standing. Racism, now that it has been dealt 

with to a vast extent, will hopefully decimate completely. With this, only an individual can be visible, regardless of the 

colour of his skin or ethnic background. America has been a proprietor of prejudicial judgment of race but it has over come 

many of these judgments through riots and revolts. It has made significant movements towards helping the African-

American minority of the United States. All these factors should be taken into account when America is criticized for 

slavery and racism. Society of all races must move into the future as one whole and insignificant factors like as skin colours 

or races should not exist. To live in a free and equal society, everyone must be colour-blind to the exterior of an individual. 

older generation of African-American ‘philosophers’ at common places like the barbershops.61 

African-Americans themselves are quoting critical comments about their fellow African-Americans’ 

attitudes towards society. If African-Americans can make these negative suggestions about their own 
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race, then that must mean there is no racial prejudice that motivates them to make these judgments. The 

problem must be with the African-American population, itself, since they are not rising to a stable 

economic status even though there are ample of opportunities. African-Americans in modern society 

need to take a step forward and take advantage of the opportunities that they fought for since their 

enslavement. African-Americans first need to stop looking for excuses for their status in society and 

realize that discrimination against them is no longer a serious disadvantage. To move forward, one 

must learn from the past, not dwell on it.  

After a hundred and fifty years of freedom and multiple institutions set up to help aid poor 

African-Americans, the twenty-five percent below the poverty line is still a concern. More often, the 

seventy-five percent rising middle class is completely erased from the viewpoint. This results in a 

biased opinion of American society and leads to a discriminatory mentality towards the United States 

of America. If African-Americans free themselves from the notion of slavery and massive 

discrimination against themselves and try to aim for a better quality life with the help that is provided, 

they can prove to be successful and happy. Newly arrived immigrants have accomplished this with 

harder complexities. African-Americans can accomplish anything they put their mind to, just like any 

other human being. If they believe that it is possible for them to have a better life, they can be 

accomplish it provided they take the required steps and work hard. African-Americans who are 

considered as the middle-class or of a higher status in today's American society are accomplished 

because they worked for it and believed that they were equal regardless of any racism. If one thinks 

that they are being discriminated against and succumbs to it, then discrimination will always prevail, 

whether it really does exist or not. It is up to the individual to take on the notion of where there is a will 

there is away. 

The United States of America has come a long way in regards to the race issue. From immoral 

slavery in the early 16th century to the Enlightenment during the 18th century, from the Civil War to the 

Civil Rights Movement, African-Americans have grown as a society. The history of slavery has 
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brought together many nations the guilt of the inhumane treatment of Africans. Criticism of these 

nations should be equally just to that of America because every thriving economic super power of 

Europe once benefited from slavery. Through the Enlightenment, human freedom from suppression of 

society paved the way to emancipation. The American Revolutionaries and Reformers, like the 

Quakers, started out these movements. Those movements prove that America should not be criticized 

as an absolutely racist country because racism was recognized as a serious issue and actions were taken 

to abolish it. Finally, after many centuries of struggle, African-Americans can finally find equal 

opportunity in the land that they have lived in for almost thirty generations. They are no longer the 

majority of the poor and actually show improvement in rising to a comfortable status in society. All 

this was accomplished partially through massive support given by the government and several 

organizations that helped push African-Americans into a better economical standing. Racism, now that 

it has been dealt with to great extents, will hopefully be destroyed completely or close to completely. 

With this, only an individual should be visible, regardless of the colour of his or her skin or ethnic 

background. America had once been a proprietor of prejudicial judgment of race but it has overcome 

many of these judgments through constant reformations. America has made significant movements 

towards helping the African-American minority of the United States. All these factors should be taken 

into account when the United States of America is criticized for slavery and racism. Society of all races 

must move into the future as one whole nation. Insignificant factors such as skin colour or race should 

not exist in such a civilized world. To live in a free and equal society, everyone must be colour-blind to 

the exterior of an individual. 
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